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Charles Wilkinson's 

My Kind of Town 

My Kind of Town is a film that virtually 
redefines low-budget to hitherto un
thought-of depths. It was made, I am 
told, on the ends of an NFB documentary 
about the wall murals of Chemainus, 
B.C . This is not unheard of. of course. 
Nobody Waved Goodbye began as an 
NFB documentary. As I understand it, 
director/ scenarist Charles Wilkinson 
brought the documentary and the fea
ture home for about $60,000 - though 
any NFB budget is deceptive in about 47 
different ways (actually, all film budgets, 
are tricky, though institutional ones are 
the worst). 

This is an admirable sort of achieve
ment : while there are teenagers, there 
are no slashers in ski-masks, no Porky's 
type gags, nothing especially cheap
looking or stupid about it (well, one 
stupid scene, which we'll discuss later). 
There are moments of tremendous 
elegance and visual grace; Wilkinson is 
not an untalented filmmaker. 

The chief problem with My Kind of 
Town is that the filmmakers seem to 
have made up the screenplay as they 
went along anel. cast it with whoever 
was handy. 

The young hero, hanging around the 
economically declining mill-town of 
Chemainus, waiting to hear about a job 
in Vancouver, gets into trouble for some 
minor vandalism. Because he knows 
something about computers, the mayor 
(John Cooper, in the film's one profes
sional performance) wants him to help 
promote the town's summer festival. 
He's unemployed, and finally, in the 
face of increasingly insane" community 
service" jobs, agrees. Then he meets a 
nice German girl who's writing an article 
about the town and painting, and falls in 
love with her exotic semi-beauty and 
the way that she pauses interminably 
between ... each ... word ... in ... a ... sen
tence. 

They fight and make up, the festival's 
a hit, and he decides to stay in Che
mainus. 

There are about four different stories 
at work in this picture, none of them 
developed with particular coherence. 
The hero's age (we will omit mentioning 
the actor's name to protect his family 
from reprisals! is wildly unclear: his 
emotional age is about 16; he looks 
about 20, but he's worked in the mill for 
four years (which suggests that he's about 
22 - his family seems sufficiently middle
class to have insisted on his completing 
high school), and when he gets on the 
phone to promote the town festival, he 
sounds like someone who has spent a 
decade apprenticing under David 
Novek. This is not to say that every 
character should be block-planed to the 
narrowest range of logical probability
people do have odd hobbies, obsessions 
and quirks - but there should be some 
consistency. 

Then there is the stupid scene. This is 
a familiar stupid scene, and I cringe 
every time I see it. The hero, an honest 
working-class lad, discovers that his 
girlfriend, a member of the middle-class 
or better, is working at her job for fun or 
for the experience, or getting money 
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• My Kind of Town principals Peter Smith, Martina Schliessler and Michael Marks 

from home (the case here). He then 
explodes in righteous class-rage and 
tells her to get out of his life. There is 
always something terribly false about 
this scene: it's as if the writer is in
capable of developing a real reason for a 
dramatic conflict, so he resorts to this 
one from the dramatist's first-aid kit. It 
is particularly meretricious here, where 
the girl is trying to make a living as a 
writer/artist and, as usual in these situa
tions, has not yet caught on. And, be
sides, the guy himself has a) squandered 
four years of earnings from his mill 
work on a big computer system that 
includes lots of frills that have no prac
tical use, b) is still living at home, 
sponging off his parents without actually 
taking money, a neat trick, and c) is 
hanging around collecting unemploy
ment insurance. 

With a first feature, there are so many 
factors to be considered (more so than 
with a veteran director, where his track
record tells us a lot) , that it is hard to 
assess the director. Is Wilkinson a bad 
director of actors, or is he simply stuck 
with bad actors? To what extent is the 
weakness of the screenplay a function 
of lack of preparation? If the screen
play has been a pet project honed for 
years, then Wilkinson's a very bad 
writer. If it was made up as they went 
along, then he has the potenial to be a 
good writer. Is the good look of the film 
a function of directorial talent, or a 
credit to an ultra-professional NFB 
crew? 

It just never seems to occur to the 
makers of ultra-low budget films that a 
good story isn't enough. You need stars, 
or at least people with some star quality, 
faces that can hold the camera. It could 
be that the process of assembling an 
independent production is so agonizing 
that the casting gets left by the roadside. 
Or the decor is more interesting than 
the faces of the actors, and this is a bad 
sign. 

Yet My Kind of Town is a promising 
first feature, no more and no less. Jud
ging the potential of director Charles 
Wilkinson is difficult: we'd need to see 
a film with a more completely developed 
screenplay, a semi-professional cast, 
and without the support of an NFB crew 
to make that judgement. 

John Harkness • 

MY KIND OF TOWN d./ sc. Charles 
Wilkinson p. Cal Shumiatcher d.o.p. David Geddes 
ed. frank Irvine cfe 2nd unit d.o.p. Tobias Schliess· 
ler assoc. p. Karl Schutz mus. compo Charles 
Wilkinson loco sd. Sandra Mayo re-rec. Paul Sharpe 
sd. ed. Cal Shumiatcher foley eng. Michael Oldfield 
foley of p. Michael P. Keeping cam. as"t. Will 
Waring boom Martin Julich a_d_ Ellen Gram assi- ed. 
Irving Mulch asst. sd. ed. Sam Stromphf song: 
"My Kind of Town" performed by Valdy neg. cut. 
Gay Black titles Kim Steer stills Dennis france 
colour Alpha Cine opticals West Coast f ilm 
Opticals unit pub. Hilma Rusu stunts Michael 
Marks, Tony Nichol mural artists Sandy Clarke, Dan 
Sawatzky hot rod chevy Michael Marks colour 
16mm, running time: 76 mins. p.e. Milltown Pic
tures, (6041 669-1333 I.p_ PeterSmith, Tina Schliessler, 
John Cooper, Michael Paul, Michael Marks, Roy 
Evants, Frank Irvine, Haida Paul. 

Don Hutchison's 

Alex Colville: 
The Splendour 
of Order 

• 

Once described as "Canada's painter 
laureate," Alex Colville enjoys a visible 
popularity on magazine covers, postage 
stamps, record album covers, and on 
the coins of the nation. 

The man, however, is e lusive. But this 
exemplary documentary is the first 
major film to follow the path of the artist 
and his work, and travels a fair way 
along the route. Alex Colville himself 
contributes handsomely - he talks 
knowledgeably, succinctly sums up his 
craft and is a fund of quotes. His paint
ings, some fifty of them, are shown in all 
their glory . 

The story of Colville's life is presented 
engagingly, with the artist recalling his 
father and mother as visuals of family 
snapshots appear, interspersed with a 
few critical comments from contempo
raries, not necessarily in chronological 
order. Colville talks in and around his 
home in Wolfville, N.S., and is seen with 
his wife, with neighbours, with local 
merchants, on sketching expeditions, 
and sailing. 

The artist's daily routine seldom 
varies. Each morning he walks the dog, 
and after breakfast goes to his attic 
studio and starts work, usually for a six
hour stretch: "When I work I tend to be 
unaware of other things that are hap
pening. 

"A sense of order is immensely impor
tant to me," says Colville and, in what 
must surely be the tidiest and cleanest 
studio of any artist, he dons a white coat 
to draw and paint. He is scrupulously 
accurate in his depictions of real things 
in life but adds that "I don't make life 
appear simple" and, at another point, 
remarks that in his paintings "a specific 
person is always a symbol for every
body." 

Rhoda, his wife of 40 years, never goes 
to the studio. "I know that he would 
rather I didn't look." But she has been 
his model for many paintings, some 
depicting her in the nude, and jokes that 
she's sure people must say, "Oh dear, 
there's that immodest woman again !" 

"When I was nine I got pneumonia:' 
says Colville. " It was very bad and I 
nearly died, and I was delirious for 
something like a week." This experience 
changed him from a fairly extroverted 
boy into an introvert, and that's when he 
started building models and drawing. 
He grew up in the Depression, enrolled 
in the Fine Arts Department of Mount 
Allison University in 1939, and enlisted 
during the Second World War. In 1944 
he was shipped overseas as an official 
Canadian war artist. This absorbing 
portion of the documentary is covered 
by al'chive stills and film of action in 
Europe (with some rare footage of Col
ville painting amid scenes of destruc
tion and devastation) and the actual 
drawings and watercolours he did on 
the spot, including the nightmare of 
Belsen concentration camp. 

Alex Colville considers he did his 
"first good painting" in 1950, Nude and 
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'Dummy. Through the '50s and '60s 
works sent to exhibitions were often 
rejected, but in 1966 he represented 
Canada at the International Exposition 
of Art in Venice. It was there that Wolf
gang Fischer and his father became 
interested in Colville's work, " It was so 
opposite to the pop art of the time that it 
took people some time to adjust and 
accept." They acted as his agent in 
Europe, and were instrumental in his 
acceptance and growing popularity . In 
1970 Colville's exhibition in England 
was touted as a "turning point in the 
history of art in the 20th century," by 
critic Terrence Mullaly. 

This first-class documentary, while 
leaving Colville free to talk most clearly 
and winningly about his painting and 
his life, m a nages to convey very success
fully the disturbing, even menacing, 
feelings brought to the surface by looking 
at the canvases . The figures and the 
animals, together or separately, are in 
spare and bare surroundings; people 
are often seen from behind looking out 
and away; the dogs have strange steely 
expressions in the eyes; beyond the 
frame there are other things, and ques
tions arise . 

His wife says she doesn't know what 
he is going to paint next : " I saw him 
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measuring the dog this morning ... " 
Alex Colville: The Splendour of Order 

premieres on CBC-TV network, July 7 at 
10 p .m . Whether or not one likes Col
ville's paintings, this documentary is 
more than worthy of attention and pro
vides an absorbing, accessible and 
valuable insight into the work of one of 
Canada's leading artists - some would 
say our greatest living artist. 

Awards Iso far ) : 1984 : Canadian Film 
& Television Association, best docu
m entary over 30 mins . ; Yorkton Inter
national Short Film & Video Festival, 
best documentary over 30 mins. and 
best cinematography; At lantic Film & 
Video Festival, best overall film, best 
docum entary over 30 mins., best film 
editing, best cinematography. 1985: 
Huston International Film Festival, Gold 
Award, documentary film Ith e Arts/cul
ture ). 

ALEX COLVILLE: THE SPLEN
DOUR OF ORDER d./ ca m . Don Hutchison. 
p . Don Curtis . Judy Stevenso n, exec. p. Don 
Haig sd. Brian Avery ed. Gordon McC le ll an p .c. 
Cygnus·M inerva Films &. Film Arts running tim e : 
57 mins. Col., 16mm . Sa les & ren ta ls: Kin eti c Fi lm 
Enterprises Ltd ., 781 Gerrard SI. Eas t, Toronto M4M 
1Y5 (416 14155. 

Pat Thompson • 

Steven Stern's 

Draw I 

The days of the great western frontier 
represent a time now incomprehensible 
for most. The period, out of which was 
born much of America's modern mytho
logy, has itself been mythologized in many 
art forms, and perhaps most exciti ngly 
so on film . With the likes of John Ford 
and Howard Hawks who created pano
ramic vistas and characters who reach 
beyond mere filmic representation to 
the symbolic, the settlement of Ameri
ca's west on film becomes more than 
just a part of modern history. 

Draw I is not a western film of that 
sort. It is an adaptation of the genre to 
suit the modern, more cynical expecta
tions of the mass te levision audience. 
Though Draw I is not in any way me
morable or thought-provoking, it is 
amusing and en terta ining. It is a lso well 
done, exuding a degree of profession
alism difficult to find in many films of its 
kind. 

The cast of characters includes two 
big names, Kirk Douglas and James 
Coburn, in the lead roles as gunfighter
heroes. The remaining characters, al
though caricatura l in some instances, 
are well-cast and well-played. Alexan
dra Bastedo as the beautiful blonde 
heroine, Bess, is s trong, statuesqu e and 
stunning. Reggie Bell, played by Derek 
McGrath is the s limiest, whiniest, most 
obnoxious "bad guy" I have seen on 
film, next to the Duke in Dune. Reggie is 
accompanied by a series of "caricature
characters", including Wally Blodgitt, 
the blundering deputy; Mordecai, the 
shopkeeper who speaks with a middle
European accent; and, of course, the 
heroes: gunfighter-bankrobber. Hand
some Harry Holland, and the gunfighter
lawma n, Sheriff Sam Starrett . As each 
character steps forward and the action 
unfolds, it becomes apparent 'that 
Draw I is playing with us, as it is playing 
with the epic western form. 

It takes each one of the conventions of 
the traditiona l western and twists it, 
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creating the sense offun that permeates 
the film. To begin wi th, th e "h eroes", 
Harry Holland (Kirk Douglas) and Sam 
Starrett IJames Coburn) are not young, 
athletic types. In fact , they're o ld . HoI
lan d is seeking an unobtrusive retire
ment in Mexico with his daughter a nd 
grandchildren; Starrett has already 
retreated to a cantina there, w ith a 
bottle or th ree a day. Their struggle 
against becoming involved in an actual 
shoot-out provides the opportunity for 
some good one-liners, as Starrett's drink
ing provides the visu al gags. So much for 
the "good guys" of Draw I As for the 
"good woman", Bess is an actress from 
England, travelling the west with a 
touring Shakespearean company. A 
thoroughly independent lady, she left 
her homeland for undisclosed reasons , 
though one would suspect it may have 
something to do with an adventurous 
spirit that also allows her to "enjoy sex 
more than a man." 

Shot at Fort Edmonton Park in Alber
ta, the landscapes of Dra w I are not the 
barren dusty plains we are accustomed 
to seeing in western films - not that the 
film contains many long sweeping pans 
to include the landscape. The camera is 
kept fairly tigh t in accord with televi
sion s tandards, but green lushness pre
vails from the small opening pan across 
rounded hills Ithat ends on the wrink led, 
gnarled hands of Holland ), to the final 
scene where Starrett, Holland and Bess 
escape with the loot. Fort Edmonton 
too, has a well-cared-for look about it 
not us ually associated with the wild 
frontier town. 

Seeing Draw I on a large screen, it is 
evident that it was made for television, 
which is w h ere most films today end up 
anyway, whether they were planned for 
it or not. And, although Draw! is not the 
kind of western that will leave you with 
a deep sense of the difficulties of Ame
rican pioneers, or take your breath away 
with its far-sweeping vistas, the film is 
fun. Its Disney-like ending caps the film 
perfec tly, adding the final touch to a 
humorous, un-serious adaptation of a 
western . If television is basically the 
medium for light entertainment, Drawl 
answers that demand wonderfully . 

Jan Teag • 
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TRANSPLANT 
"I bet you don't recognize me , do 
you? I'm George Angu? - or at least , I 
was." The man rises from the opera
ting table - a scar slashes across his 
forehead. ''I' m going to tell you a ll 
about it" '" and th e credi ts start to roll 
for a neat. 1000v-key half-hour. 

George is a hardened bank-robber, 
and every cop is looking for him. His 
wimpy henchman, Frank, arranges 
for a secret operation . It's a dark 
night for the cottage rendezvous , a 
man with a lamp opens the door, and 
there are strange noises in the woods. 

At an exploratory consultation, th e 
sinister surgeon with the dragging 
foot demands a fee of $50,000 and 
that a transp lant donor be provided. 
Frank finds a suitable body (a big guy, 
as requested by George) and drugs 
him for transportation to the cottage 
field hospital. Poor squeamish Frank 
then gets some rudimentary training 
in order to assist the dotty doctor 
with his strange experiment. 

The success of the bizarre operation 
turns to ashes, due to unforeseen 
non-medical complications relating 
to the new body acquired by George! 

Transplant is obviously made for 
TV, and its economical style is pat
terned on Hitchcock and The Twilight 
Zone. Creepy moments, hints of black 
humour, dark shadows, and a gene
rous helping of suspense are all en
hanced by some wonderfully mean 
and moody synthesizer music. 

The straight acting reinforces the 
believability of a far-out premise. 
The bombastic George and the me
dical man (54 years with a limp that 
has twisted his mind ... ) work welL 
but th is drama surely boasts a 'first ' 
in Canadian film history. The wimpy 
henchman (Frank) is played most 
convincingly by Eugene Amodeo, the 

National identities have a way of 
exposing themselves in the most 
surprising places. Like TV game
shows. I recently took a look at CBC's 
Front Page Challenge and CTV's De
finition, two Canadian offerings in 
this genre, and for comparative pur
poses, tuned in on a couple of U.S. 
game-show reruns. In a way, you 
wouldn't ask for nicer analogies of 
the two nations. The game-shows say 
it all. 

The first obvious difference is in 
the studio-sets. Standard iconography 
in American game-shows includes a 
set full of flashing lights, gigantic 
game boards, intricately turning 
doors and panels, and an array of 
astounding gadgets and gizmos. The 
technological environment tends to 
dwarf the few humans inside it. By 
contrast, the sets for Front Page Chal
lenge and Definition seem tastefully 
sedate. On Definition, nothing more 
elaborate than the letters and word
blanks board, always shown as a cut
away and thereby never in the same 
shot as the contestants. In other 
words, in the Canadian game-shows 
the studio-set does not diminish the 
human participants. 

In keepi ng with the iconography, 
the sound ofthe shows is remarkably 
different. On Front Page Challenge 
and Definition, there is nothing 
louder than a polite bell to indicate 
that a contestant's time is up . Even 
the audiences are remarkably quiet 
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• by Pat Thompson • 

vice-president & general manager of 
Universal Films (Canada ) ! This little 
treat receives its theatrical premiere 
at the Fourth Annual Vancouver 
International Film Festival on June 5, 
1985. 

S c A N L 

p./ d./ se. Steve DiMarco assoc. p. Benu Bhan· 
dari cam. Brian Hebb J.p. Doug Stone (George ), 
Eugene Amodeo (Fra nk ), Irving Dobbs lOoctor ), 
Andy Adach (A lfred ), running time: 23 mins ., 
Col. 16mm. Availability: Steve DiMarco (416 ) 
757-4955 (With the assistance of Telefi lm Canada 
and the Ontario Arts Counci ll. 

I N E S 
• by Joyce Nelson • 

Games people play 
and respectfuL emitting proper ap
plause according to cue. The voices 
of hosts, panelists , and participants 
remain calm - even somewhat flat 
with never a whoop or groan , unless 
it be a sympathetic sound uttered by 
host Jim Perry on Definition. On the 
American game-shows, bells, buzzers 
and everything but whoopie-cushions 
accompany the goings-on , while the 
hosts whip up the suspense and the 
contestants and audience alike shriek 
and wail in the agony or ecstasy of 
the moment. 

Of course, this emot ional tone has 
something to do with the nature of 
the prizes at stake. Big bucks and big
ticket items characterize the Ameri
can game-shows, while on Definition 
a prize-winner is going for something 
like an electric back-massager, a 
watch, or a water filter. And on Front 
Page Challenge there simply are no 
prizes: panelists Pierre Berton, Fred 
Davis, Betty Kennedy, and Allan 
Fotheringham are clearly beyond 
such indignities. 

All these aspects relate to the 
nature of the games being played, 
which are also decidedly different in 

the two cultures. Front Page Chal
lenge, Canada 's oldest TV show sti ll
running, is really a n educational pro
gram thinly disguised as a game. Its 
focus is clearly informative, with its 
panelists revealing their historical/ 
current affairs acum e n by guessing 
the front-page issue connected to a 
"hidden challenger." Actually, it's all 
a ruse for educating the viewer, who 
is not only let in on the identity of the 
challenger, but also given a little 
mini-documentary on the subject 
once the panelists have guessed the 
item . If that weren't enough, the 
panelists then add to the lesson by 
interviewing the challenger, thereby 
raising the finer points about the par
ticular event. Fortunately, there is no 
quiz to test whether or not we have 
retained the material. 

Similarly, CTV's Definition has a 
slightly serious and purposeful tone, 
depending on word-skill and fami
liarity with puns in its variation on 
the old game of Hangman. In both 
Canadian shows there is an under
lying belief in the value of words, 
logic, and mental skills . On Defini
tion, viewers themselves are invited 

• 
RED ROCKET 
A tiny perfect look at Toronto's street
cars . The manufacturers called them 
"streamliners;" to some they were 
PCCs (the work of the Electric Rail
way Presidents Conference Com
mittee) ; but the public nicknamed 
them 'Red Rockets.' 

The camera slides over abandoned 
streetcars with their beautifully ar
chaic fittings, and then the film 
moves on at a smart clip to the 
present-day transports roaming the 
city rails. There's some lovely old 
footage from the Toronto Transit 
Commission's files with ghostly his
toric vo ices over the images. The 
acetylene cutting torch, showering 
cinematic sparks, finally brings the 
sad realization that, like most things 
dearly loved, the streetcar is slowly 
passing away. 

An affectionate and well-wrought 
tribute to the Red Rockets, put to
gether with style and professionalism 
by a filmmaker with a number of TV 
credits - the fifth estate, The Journal, 
et al. CBC-TV has purchased this little 
film - some may happen upon it 
during spring or summer. 

p./ d . Colin Strayer cam. Dennis Rindsem , Bill 
Dunn, David Staton ed. Steve Munro p. asst. 
Karen MacDonald p .c. NFB Ontario Region, 
Col. 16mm running time: 10 mins. With 
financial assistance from Ontario Arts Council, 
Toronto Transit Commission , Toronto Sesqui
cen tennial Board. Availability: Empire Pic
tures of Canada (416) 360-7813/Canadian Film
makers Distribution Centre (Toronto ) and West 
(Vancouver!. 

NOTE : Colin Strayer has put together an 
hour·long videotape, VHS and BETA, for "serious 
rail enthusiasts" comprising Red Rocket, 
Transfer - a day in the life of a "streamliner" 
made in 1974, and PCCs of North America, 
footage shot by John Prophe t between 1938 and 
1949 in twenty-e ight American cities where 
PCCs operated . 

to submit the items of word-play, and 
are given no more clues than the 
contestants. In both shows, a certain 
amount of skill is assumed. 

American game-shows, however, 
long ago abandoned any pretense of 
intelligence. No doubt as a result of 
the quiz-show scandal of the '50s, 
American game-shows instead focus 
on luck. Participants generally match 
their luck against the random play of 
a machine - the "Tic Tac Dough" 
board, the "Bulls-Eye", the "Wheel of 
Fortune", the "Family Feud" board, 
etc. If Canadian game-shows suggest 
a belief in human mental prowess, 
U.S. shows convey the sense of tech
nology reigning supreme, and even 
that human effort and skill are largely 
irrelevant. All a contestant need do is 
push a button, make a decision to 
activate or not activate the techno
logy, and the American Dream may/ 
may not come true. Luck is, for all 
purposes, the decisive factor. 

If game-shows differ so distinctly ' 
in the two cultures, perhaps one 
could relate them to the very different 
values promised the two peoples in 
their ruling constitutions. This may 
sound too far-fetched , but only con
sider for a moment that the repa
triated BNA Act promises "peace, 
order, and good government," while 
the U.S. Constitution endorses "life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 
That difference is enough to send me 
back to the tube for another round. 
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Complete Film 
Equipment Rental 
16mm and 35mm Cameras 
Sound and Lighting Equipment 
Generators, Sound Studios 

Sales 
Distributors of Tiffen, Rosco, 
Lowel and Osram. 

Montreal: 

Administration and equipment (S14) 487-5010 
2120 Decarie Blvd" H4A 3J3 

Studio and Lighting 
2020 Northcliffe Avenue, H4A 3KS 

Toronto: 

793 Pharmacy Avenue, M1L3K3 (416) 752-7670 

Vancouver: 

43 West, 6th Avenue, V5Y 1 K2 (604) 873-3901 
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